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Introduction .■•■..

1. This short T>.aper does not attempt a comprehensive review of survey,

data "evaluation and analysis- I "'■a pupose is to draw attention to certain

basic considerations which are already known and to raise a number of

issues connected with the new approach to data collection through integrated,

multi—subject programmes of surveys*

2. The paper includes a number of the ideas expressed in the document

entitled "Strategies for the Analysis of WFS Data" (World Fertility Survey,

Technical paper So. 9? -January 1977). However the discussion has to be
of a general nature because it related to all the subjects that can be in

vestigated by household surveys rather than a 3ingle specific area.

Data Evaluation

3. One of the essential requirements during tho course of a survey is

quality control to reduce non-sampling errors to the extent possible.

There are. a number of techniques that can be applied to improve the

quality of data and they are not examined here. The point to be noted

is that, irrespective of the care taken to ensure the compilation of

satisfactory records in the field, errors always occur.
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4* For that reason, tho evaluation of survey data is specially important.

It takes place mainly at the end of the data processing s*uage of a survey,

but it is not.a single-step exorcise and should oe regarded as a continuing U

and integral part of the anal^xiri *

5. General considerations in evaluating survey data include the sources of

possible biases and errors, the desirability of imputing missing values and

applying 'jorrections for bias, and the overall adequacy of the data. When

such questions are examined in relation to the time and resources required

for the kind of analysis envisaged^ it becomes easier to establish sensible

arrangements. There is no advantage in refining analytical work,beyond

the point justified by the quality of the data.

68 There is a fairly strong feeling that imputation of missing data and

the adjustment of records should be kept to a minimum, although it is

unlikely that they can be completely avoided. Normal supervision and

quality control during the course of a survey should be sufficient to draw

attention to missing data and immediate steps can be taken to rectify the

matter through substitution or other arrangements, preferably without

affecting the sampling scheme* The insertion of corrections for bias,

etc can seldom be done with any confidence that a real improvement is

being achieved? if it is done at all, it is important to keep a record

of the original data..

7. Recent African experience has indicated significant aberrations in applying

standard sampling arrangements and the position is discussed in document

E/CN.I4/SM/24. Most of the problems can be rectified without too much diffi
culty if African statistical offices give themselves sufficient time to ensure

faithful application of the arrangements. In addition there are also signs

of a shift' to alternative sampling schemes which avoid some of the problems.

The point discussed in this paragraph relates more to the. nieans by which

estimates of population values are obtained from sample data than to the

quality of the data themselves. Nevertheless it is worth noting here because

it can greatly affect the success of survey operations,

8. The same document deals with the calculation of sampling errors for some

curren't African surveys* These Calculations have to be regarded as one of the

standard means of determining the confidence to be placed in survey results

and deciding the level of sophistication which is practicable in analysing them.

9. Another important means of evaluating survey data is comparison with data

from other sources. It is very often possible to organise a survey in. a way -

that enables some of its main estimates to be checked against independent

figures such as population census records, mariretinj; board purchases, experts, • '

etc. Checks' of this kind are often more convincing than sampling error calcu

lations and, if they can be incorporated in the quality control used during

the course of a survey, they can help in identifying faults in the survey design

at an early stage, ' ..■-,.

10. Finally it is necessary to mention ether possible methods of evaluating

survey data-, One is a fractile-graphical analysis based on the records from

inter—penetrating sub-samples. The use of such an arrangement would need

to be envisaged in both the sample design and the data processing arrangements.
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Another possibility is to re-interview a sub-sample.of the survey households.
Matchin* of the new data at household level gives an indication of reliability
and csn provide guidance for the improvement,of future surveys. However there
are problems in organising re-interviewing in a continuing programme of surveys
and methods would depend on the subject investigated, e.g.. m an income-

expenditure survey spread over a long period, it would be necessary to incor

porate the re-interviews in the arrangements for data collection.

11. The examples given in the preceding paragraph relate to both quality
control and evaluation, which serves to. indicate that both should be taken ^

into account in survey planning.

Data .Analysis .

12.■ Although this section of the paper deals specifically with data analysis, it
is worthwhile pointing out that it is closely linked with all other aspects of
survey operations. In particular, data collection, processing, tabulation and
analysis ought to be seen as co-ordinated components of an effort to meet clear

ly identified needs for technical information and guidance in formulating

national programmes and policies. ..

13. -However that stage is only just being approached in Africa. The more
general" position at the present time is that there is.an understanding of , .
borad information requirements, but nof of. the supporting explanatory data . .
needed for effective planning. This factor, together with lack of technical
staff, has led to a shortfall in the analytical work accomplished m the

region. As a result, most survey operations have stopped short at the tabu-
iation stage, with only limited descriptive conclusions being presented m
survey reports. It is clear that the best use has not been made of the data
so far collected because of failure to study them ±r, sufficient depth.

14. One of the main purposes of the African Household Survey Capability.

Programme' (AESCP)'is to ensure the effective use of data, not only from;
individual 'survey rounds, but from entire programmes of surveys in an integrated
manner. Th.e task is formidable but not too alarming if approached in a syste

matic way* ■ ■

15. In a situation where the main effort, is directed.to the development■of
continuing programmes of surveys, it is probably easier to consider two .
separate aspects of data analysis! (a) analysis of the material produced... ,..

by individual survey rounds and (b) the means of inter-relating data from
different survey rounds which may deal, with the same or different.subject matter.

16. ■ Some work has already been done.on the requirements under (a) and a few
standard techniques already exist. * The WFS work mentioned above on fertility
analysis is one example. There are also similar techniques for the analysis
of other demographic and social characteristics, and the International Labour
Office(lLO) has provided guidelines for the analysis of income, consumption, _
expenditure and labour force data. However the overall position appears to
be that, while recommendations on "basic data requirements and tabulations are

available for most subject fields, analytical guidelines are still limited and
are strongest in the population field. The work undertaken by WFS, ILO and
other agencies clearly has to be extended to other subject areas.
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tariat m collaboration' with the TO Statistical Office and UN

■••-■ ».o...«ry. .™», B/CI.14/S.
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22, As a lene.er-torrn approach, frr AHSCP and its global counterpart, it

would be possible to envisage a classification of the main (aggregative)
variables in the rather broader fields covered by the programme along the

linos of the WFS arrangement. Intermediate and explanatory variables common

to sacJb. subject area could then be identified and might serve as a basis

for revising the list of core questions*

23. Such an approach has the advantages of being systematic and comprehensive

and, in particular, it emphasises the need for analytical guidelines in subject

fields wnere they dc not already exist. However it is by no means an overriding

consideration because it does not take into account special national priorities

and conditions* An analyticial classification of relevant variables along the

lines suggested would be a useful additional guideline for the development of

future work but it is not the only consideration.

24. Progress in data analysis at the present time is probably more dependent

on pragmatic conclusions to be derived from current African fieldwork and data

applications. It would therefore be very useful if a few African countries

with ongoing survey programmes could experiment in establishing relationships

between the data from different surveys on the basis of the existing core

questions. However countries will probably need assistance in undertaking the

experimental work and the AHSCP regional supporting component and the UN

Statistical Office should be prepared to collaborate.

25. A final comment should perhaps be made on why it is necessary to inter

relate data obtained at different times in different subject fields. The

essential concept is of course the central position of households in all

economies as the suppliers of all labour and the ave-ntual recipients of any

benefits that may result from development efforts- If there is reasonably

comprehensive information on how households functions in this central situation,

it can be related to data on other economic sectors with some confidence that

specific guidance for development efforts will emerge. P>wever the household

sector is very complex and a body of satisfactory data can be built up only

if there is some knowledge of the inter-relationships between household eco

nomic, social and demographic characteristics. Hence the need for inter

relating the data from different surveys.

26. In this connection it should be understood that the analysis of household

survey data does not have a passive descriptive function. It should be seen

as a means of evaluating a structural or developmental hypothesis, cr of

establishing models which help in forecasting the outGome of a particular

line of action under given conditions. Such arrangements will not be achieved

very quickly. The point to be borne in mind at the present time is that, for

them to be achieved at all, data analysis must gradually assume a much

more significant role in the overall context of survey operations.




